TIRED OF MAKING THE SAME COMMENTS ON EVERY PAPER?
INVITE THE WRITING CENTER TO CLASS!

TO REQUEST AN IN-CLASS WORKSHOP, EMAIL WRITING@USC.EDU

Current workshops

Clarity & Flow
Writing Center consultants will provide tips to incorporate clear transitions, improve paragraph cohesion, and reduce wordiness.

The “So What?” Factor
Writing Center consultants will demonstrate how to put an argument in broader context, thus lending an essay a sense of purpose and direction.

Proofreading & Polishing
Writing Center consultants will present techniques to become a better proofreader, while covering common grammatical and stylistic errors.

Four Ways of Using Sources
Writing Center consultants will review four ways to use sources, emphasizing that writers should go beyond straightforward quotation to engage sources in deeper conversation.

Meet the Writing Center
This fifteen-minute presentation provides an overview of the Writing Center's services. Writing Center consultants will describe what happens during a typical session, provide a brief tour of our web resources, and explain how students can book an appointment.